SITS blockade induces multiple subconductance states in a large conductance chloride channel.
The effect of the chloride channel blocker 4-acetamido-4-isothiocyanatostilbene-2,2-disulfonic acid (SITS) on the gating and amplitude of an endothelial chloride channel was explored using the outside-out configuration of the patch-clamp technique. Under control conditions the channel displayed two main gating modes: shut and fully open. Transitions to equally spaced subconductance states were rarely observed (less than 10 events/minute). At low concentrations (<45 microm), SITS increased the number of transitions to the three subconductance states in a concentration-dependent manner, while reducing the number of transitions to the fully open state. This effect was maintained after removing SITS from the bath solution, suggesting that the modifications in the channel induced by SITS were irreversible. All four conducting states had similar current-voltage relationships. At higher concentrations (>45 microm), SITS reduced the amplitude of all conducting states (three subconductances and fully open). This effect was fully reversible upon SITS removal from the bath solution. A half-inhibitory concentration (IC50) of 55.6 +/- 2.7 microm (+60 mV) and 66.7 +/- 2.2 (-60 mV) was obtained from the fitting to a Langmuir function. All these results are compatible with the existence of two SITS binding sites in the chloride channel: one of high affinity responsible for the increment in the number of transitions to subconductance states, and one low affinity binding site involved in the reduction of the amplitude of all conducting states.